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Week in the markets:
Currencies:

Big story of the week was really the return to some USD strength in the shorter term. How
long this will last is another question entirely. This impacted all FX markets and in the short
term, the Emerging Markets that had been strengthening versus the Dollar took a hit.
Bitcoin – who knows where it’ll end up and the rumbles of discontent continue. In terms of
pure price action its on the way up once more!
Scheduled news events:
China are on their holidays all week – it is the Mid-Autumn festival. So with a major player
out of the market, this can impact market volatility. Australian interest rate decision Tuesday
which is expected to stay at 1.5%. The usual impact stories the rest of the week (check
calendar) ending in Non-Farms on the Friday afternoon from the States.

FX Major Traded Pairs Summary:

FX Technical Levels:

Info: Levels are based on Fibonacci, Ichimoku and other technical tools to create a guide for support and resistance areas.
Key: S1 = next short technical level etc, L1 = next long technical level etc. built around the current price.
R/R = Risk Reward either going long or short based on current price and stops / target at L1 and S1
Longer term trend = determined from daily & weekly charts

FX Majors Heikin Ashi Daily charts + Ichimoku:

US Dollar Index Watch:
US Dollar Index Daily Chart:
How to use:
The US Dollar
index is a
basket of key
currencies
against the
USD. The Index
gives a good
guide to the
strength or
weakness of the
USD versus
these other
currencies.
(JPY,CAD,GBP,
SEK,CHF,EUR).
NB. It can also
be traded as a
futures
contract.

Comment:
Strength returning to the index in the short term as it plays around the 92 level?

FX Majors Currency Strength:
How to use:

Weak

NZD,
JPY,

Strong

Neutral
AUD,
USD,
EUR,
CHF,

Data is based off
weekly and daily
currency strength
quantitative
analysis to present
a ‘feel’ for the
longer term
sentiment, strength
and weakness
levels in the major
currencies.

GBP,
CAD,

Currency Strength Analysis:

No real change from last weeks positions – GBP holding strength, JPY holding weakness. USD has been the
main change showing some short term strength. AUD, CAD have marginally weakened. The rest feel
neutral.

FX Majors Charts:
Charts of interest this week – the longer term view: GBPUSD 4hr, daily & weekly charts:

GBPUSD: After some strong gains, recent USD strength put any further progress in the shorter term on hold. Price
has retraced back from recent highs and 1.345 looks a strong pivotal short term price area to keep an eye on.
Possible upsides: 1.3789 then 1.4444.m Downside support at1.3122 then 1.2706?

FX Emerging Markets:

How to use: Base only on the technicals: price and momentum are analysed to draw a conclusion as to the overall direction of the
individual currency in the medium to longer term. All Emerging Market currencies are versus the USD.

FX EM Technical Levels:

Info: Levels are based on Fibonacci, Ichimoku and other technical tools to create a guide for support and resistance areas.
Key: S1 = next short technical level etc, L1 = next long technical level etc. built around the current price.
R/R = Risk Reward either going long or short based on current price and stops / target at L1 and S1
Longer term trend = determined from daily & weekly charts

FX Emerging Markets Chart of the week: TRY

Comment: Turkisk Lira (TRY) are we seeing a turning point building possibly moving price back to
previous highs? Upside levels possibly at 3.64 then highs at 3.87? With support at 3.33 tehn3.3.

FX EM’s Heikin Ashi Daily charts + Ichimoku:

FX Big Impact News:
How to use:
About
Economic
News:
Each week
major
economic
news comes
out from
around the
globe that can
have a serious
impact on the
currency
markets.
The most
important
news (in our
opinion) is
listed
here…………..

Bitcoin USD Analysis:

Bitcoin USD, The bashing rumbles on like a distant storm, but in terms of price action a more positive week as the price pushed toward
4200. Resistance to the downside at 3450 / 3500. Upsides 4400 then highs around 5000.
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